
Rahi� Tandoor� Men�
26 Holton Road, The Vale of Glamorgan, United Kingdom

+441446720259 - http://rahiltandoori.co.uk

A complete menu of Rahil Tandoori from The Vale of Glamorgan covering all 17 courses and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about Rahil Tandoori:
we have made a pre-booking for a table of 13 adults. we decided to choose our meal before the date so that the
staff can prepare themselves in the willingness for a large group. we all had a starter next to poppadomen with

Chutney...trays we all had a main course. in the night there were no problems. great eating and excellent service.
read more. The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or

physical limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What User doesn't
like about Rahil Tandoori:

awful meal, eating and sauces clearly added from a comercial charge of finished eclec sludge, with perhaps just
some color or taste to change the look for different dishes. should they have believed the menu far too many
dishes to even...possibly a decent standard. I can't keep the bill! so it ended again from the waiter and took a

picture of it before he took it back, a fiddle must go here, why can I not make a copy... read more. For those who
want to a cocktail after work and hang out with friends, Rahil Tandoori from The Vale of Glamorgan is a good

bar.
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Appet�er�
SATAY

Sid� dishe�
NAN

Desser�
COCONUT RICE

�tr� S�ße�
CHUTNEY

Tandoor� Bread�
PLAIN NAN

Cereal�
STARTING

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

India�
MASALA

CHICKEN MASALA

CHICKEN DARTS

VINDALOO

Ingredient� Use�
VEGETABLE

COCONUT

RICE

CHICKEN

BUTTER
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